**Homes Arising**

Campus Village 2 on schedule for Fall semester

The Campus Village 2 housing facility is scheduled to finish construction by July 11. Exclusive to first-year students, the new building will be similar to Joe West’s social environment. Kevina Brown, community relations worker, said CV2 was specifically designed with an emphasis for campus housing, said CV2 was built to be similar to Joe West. Each room will be comparable in size to rooms in Joe West. Each floor will also have its own common area, lounge area, study rooms and a multi-purpose room with pool and air hockey tables. Rooms are available as singles and doubles.

Once finished, construction will focus on the outer perimeter of CV2, including the grass, planters and sidewalks connecting with the rest of campus.

“We are a team with San Jose State,” said Sandi Construction employee owner Wynn Olson. “Every one of us here, students and workers, go to work every morning.”

The main reason would be a proposition passed in Santa Clara County in November of 2014, Prop 47. Prop 47 renders many offenses originally considered a felony to a misdemeanor. This includes check fraud, receiving stolen property, grand theft of a person, carjacking, drug offenses, marijuana possession, cocaine possession and heroin possession.

**Security**

UPD increases its security on Greek Row

Alert(SJSU) confirmed that Delta Upsilon and Alpha Xi Delta, two Greek organizations residing on 11th Street, had run-ins with prowling and burglary this past weekend. This has become habitual since Kappa Delta and Pi Kappa Alpha also had burglaries over winter break. Several electronic devices were stolen from Kappa Delta. As to why these break-ins have been happening so frequently, police Capt. Alan Beaschler thinks there are a multitude of reasons.

The Delta Upsilon fraternity house is located on the east side of campus in between the Aquatic Center and CV2. Construction is scheduled to conclude July 11 in preparation for the opening of the new freshman dorms that are located on the east side of campus in between the Aquatic Center and CV2.
He didn't think the white papers had any racial content to them.

When prosecutor Carolyn Malinsky began cross-examining Warren, she asked him why he did not intervene despite seeing how unusual it was for roommates to struggle on the floor with a lock. Warren answered, "A lot of unusual things happen in college."

Warren emphasized that he voluntarily talked to the police after they had searched the suite, but Malinsky asked him if he spoke with a lawyer before going to the police. Warren said he spoke with a "family lawyer." Citing a foggy memory, he compared Williams’ obiter dictum to "A lot of unusual things happen in college."

Bomgardner said that based on Williams’ body language, he could tell Williams was unhappy. "Through all the struggle, Williams accidentally bit his lip and bled."

According to Takara, the Chinese knot pattern in the mural represents the history of Market Street Chinatown. Carving ribbons represents the "text of the Emoto Graphics" and follows the Pause walk. The circuits of the crosswalks represent Silicon Valley and are meant to attract students to "Shade to shelterers in Downtown San Jose entertainment venues."

The blue colors were chosen to represent the Guadalupe River, and essential part to the initial settlement of San Jose. "I enjoy creating interactive public art and found the idea of creating something that people walked upon daily a wonderful opportunity," Takara said. "I think it brightens up the public space and freshens up what the buildings and cars and people are more aware of the crosswalk spaces."

Cavallo said, "It's our fault if we leave our door unlocked. It's an invitation to break in…

"It's easier to be out committing crimes," Cavallo said. "It's easier to be as good as possible about security."

Another issue that has negatively impacted the city of San Jose is the police force's size reduction.

According to NPC, Bay Area, the department has been gradually downsizing for a few years. As of June 2015, there were 855 officers compared to the 1,480 officers in 2010.

The SJU police department has also shrunk in size. Cavallo admitted there are only 18 officers currently on staff, and four people on duty at a time.

"We try to be as good as possible about response time," Cavallo said, "but if there are only four on duty and they are already at a different location on campus or a few blocks off campus, it’s challenging."

UPD has identified the two burglars from the Kappa Delta incident and the burglar from the Delta Upsilon break in.

They are planning to remove some of the areas close to SJU, including St. James Park. Street Life is aware of the area and plans to do something in the future.

"We try to be very empathetic to how we address it. We want to understand it better to try to find the reasons why people don't have any other choice to be there," Su said.

Street Life worked with other organizations such as Groundwork and Downtown Streets Team, two social service organizations that help fight homelessness through employment to address the issue.

Organizations in the downtown have also worked with unions to paint pathways through large parking lots, sculptures of the Chinese knot, and benches to make sure to point to popular attractions and help people find their way around.
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Anyone who has ever binge watched a television show and become attached understands that the end of the series is the worst part. You’re left longing for more, wishing that the story could just keep going (no matter how terrible the plot is by the end).

For many people, Gilmore Girls was that show. The show ran for seven seasons until the story could just keep going (no matter whether or not they are returning). Right now, Melissa McCarthy (Sookie St. James) and Jared Padalecki (Dean Forester) are all up in the air as to whether or not they are returning. This return will be bittersweet for many, because Edward Herrmann who the man who played the patriarchal grandfather Richard Gilmore passed away in 2014. Lauren Graham has been quoted on how the cast can definitely feel his missing presence, and it’s clear that fans feel the same.

“When he passed away, it was so sad,” Graham said. “We always knew that Graham was a brother of Isis. It’s wreaked instance. Emergency paper to decay. Sit-down affair. Emergency paper to together. Menlo Park.”

The original Gilmore Girls cast from 16 years ago after filming season one in Oct. 2000.
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By Melissa Hartman

Staff writer

Mariano) and Keiko Agena (Lane Kim are all returning. Whether or not new characters emerging in the reunion. Old characters would be returning, with exceptions of one. Melissa McCarthy has had the most notable and high rising career since Gilmore Girls, but in a boost on Wednesday she said she was not invited to return back to the series. Sookie St. James was a key character, Lorelai’s partner in crime and a second mother to Rory. The idea that the studios did not invite McCarthy back is a bit hard to believe.

Sherman-Palladino responded with how busy Melissa McCarthy is and said that if she had time, she would write scenes for in.
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The sad reality of the 2016 campaign

The 2016 presidential campaign has been focusing on the biggest picture, which is extremely wise in retrospect. However, there is nothing to help current issues such as hunger and malnutrition in the United States.

According to Feeding America, over 48.1 million Americans live in households that suffer from food insecurity. This number, which can be found in public records, is rarely – if ever – discussed in the highly publicized 2016 presidential campaign.

According to Polling Report, the campaigns put much emphasis on the economy, terrorism and education, promising Americans a better, safer life and improved current situations.

These topics also ensure stability amongst Americans. They make sure everyone can afford an education, eventually graduating and getting a well-paying job. This makes life better for the next generation.

In the documentary, “A Place at the Table,” a fifth-grader named Rose has trouble focusing on school because she is hungry. Her family cannot afford to feed her sufficient meals and she often goes to school hungry, putting her at a disadvantage.

Rosie is not the only one. In 2014, one in seven people in the United States utilized the food banks provided by Feeding America. While it is great the 2016 campaign focuses on the big picture and finding solutions to improve the economy and job market, the candidates should put more attention to fixing present issues. These discussions about improvement have been a bit too short and numerous campaigns. According to the documentary, the amount of people suffering from hunger and malnutrition in the U.S. has increased while politicians continue to discuss the “big picture” issues.

In crucial we solve the root of the problem, but accommodating those affected by the problem is also crucial. Though the government provides food stamps and school lunch programs, that is not enough.

The documentary stated that food stamps give families a 58% budget. With this budget, healthier foods are not an option, leading to malnourishment. It is an inevitable slippery slope.

What the government provides is not enough to ensure Americans eat healthy, but people can take advantage of a provided education and obtain employment that will guarantee their children food in the future.

This problem is solvable. In order to resolve the hunger issue, it must be addressed and discussed. If the government budgeted better and allotted more money to food stamps and lunch programs while simultaneously brainstorming to fix the economy, the national numbers for hunger will decrease continually.

Talking about hungry families isn’t what gets the audience going during the GOP and Democratic debates. Americans watch Donald Trump because of his antics and insults or listen to the criticisms about Hillary Clinton's emails. These hot topics in the 2016 presidential campaign because they excite the crowds and ultimately win the vote.

Hunger is ignored by many candidates who sell out to ratings. It is now more important than ever to bring this issue to light.

Follow Rebecca on Twitter @RebeccaCSJU

Rush week is part of the college experience

Dr. Casey Geier
Staff writer

With spring rush finding out and the giant Greek letters and rush cards disappearing, SHSU students will see less promotion from the Greek community.

I asked students if they felt rush was to be part of the college experience and found that people had fairly positive things to say. Wesley Bower, a sophomore mechanical engineering major said, "Rush allows students who think about going Greek to do so easily. When fraternity members approach me to chat about Greek life, they have always been persuasive but not pushy. They’re just doing their job.”
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Oh Valentine’s Day, the holiday when couples fix their Instagram feeds with hearts, roses and love for each other. The holiday that sparked single awareness day because people get tired of seeing couples’ cute “forever” behavior. The holiday when people buy hearts and break their own when using the total cost on roses. Valentine’s Day is this Sunday, and like it or not, it’s a consumer holiday despite some- one’s claim that love is in the air.

They say, “Money can’t buy love or happi- ness,” but the United States determined the value of love. This is especially true during the weeks prior to Valentine’s Day.

Most people spend a cer- tain amount of money on flowers and romantic dinners to celebrate Valentine’s Day, but thanks to flowers, cards, and fancy restaurant reservations, Valentine’s Day has definitely changed on the hands of many as well as their wallets.

According to CNBC, Valentine’s Day is a great day to spend with loved ones, and it is a consumer holiday despite some- one’s claim that love is in the air.

People can argue that there are ways to have a significant and costless day with the people you love, but from flowers and cards to reserving that fancy restaurant Valen- tine’s Day has definitely pulled on the hearts of many as well as their money. People can argue about ways to have a significant and costless day with the one you love, but thanks to flowers, cards, and fancy restaurant reservations, Valentine’s Day has definitely changed on the hands of many as well as their wallets.

According to CNBC, Valentine’s Day is a great day to spend with loved ones, and it is a consumer holiday despite some- one’s claim that love is in the air.

Let’s continue to celebrate this ro- mantic holiday and use it to remind friends, family and significant others that they end up buying them- selves gifts just to flaunt what they have among their friends in order to feel the holiday spirit.

Valentine’s Day is another day of the year that we can live in.

According to the Statistic Brain Research Institute, 61.8 percent of con- sumers celebrate this passionate holi- day. If you happen to be part of that percentage, make sure you celebrate it correctly in order to show your appre- ciation in a more economic way.

You can not beat those Grou- pons or deals at restaurant to cooking your own meal in the comfort of your own home instead of going out.

According to The Simple Dollar, the average American would save $36.75 per person per week by substituting eating out at a restaurant to cooking your own meals. Pull out the pots and pans and cook each other your favorite food.

The day that steals your heart and money

Br-Raymond Boltz
Staff writer

Valentine’s Day may be known as a “consumer holiday” to most boring people, but to me, it is the most roman- tic holiday of the year.

It’s a day to celebrate and appreci- ate the people we love just a little bit more.

Yes, I agree everyone did their appreciation toward the person they love every day, but Valentine’s Day is a chance to do something different from the monotonous routine we all live in.

Most of us are extremely busy people. Whether it’s school, work or both, we do not always have the time or energy to go and buy that extra mile for our sig- nificant other. Valentine’s Day is only a consumer holiday for those who believe it’s all about spending money.

There are infinite ways to step and appreciate someone who deserves it without blowing too much cash.

‘Truth is, I would actually prefer something small and inexpensive but of course something out of the ordi- nary. My boyfriend and I are two very busy people, but on Valentine’s day he always finds small ways to surprise me and remind me of how much he really cares,’ said junior graphic design ma-

ner Melissa Tran.

According to the Statistic Brain Research Institute, 61.8 percent of con- sumers celebrate this passionate holi- day. If you happen to be part of that percentage, make sure you celebrate it correctly in order to show your appre- ciation in a more economic way.

You can not beat those Grou- pons or deals at restaurant to cooking your own meal in the comfort of your own home instead of going out.

According to The Simple Dollar, the average American would save $36.75 per person per week by substituting eating out at a restaurant to cooking your own meals. Pull out the pots and pans and cook each other your favorite food.
Spartans take over late against UNLV

By Daniel Ready
Sports editor

The San Jose State University women’s basketball team defeated the University of Nevada, Las Vegas Runnin’ Rebels Wednesday night 69-61 at the Event Center.

The Spartans victory came on the back of point guard Dezz Ramos who lead the Spartans with 20 points, eight assists, three steals in 38 minutes played. 

“My teammate did a good job of giving me a little bit of cover [and] easy layups” Ramos said.

Head coach Jamie Craighead said there were other factors in Ramos’ performance that attributed to her impressive showing on the night, since she had former teammates on UNLV’s roster.

“This game was a little bit personal for her” Craighead said. 

UNLV took an early 21-12 command of the game at the end of the first quarter. The Spartans responded, quieting the Runnin’ Rebels shooters and entered halftime with the game tied at 33.

UNLV shot well in the first quarter, shooting 44.4 percent from the field and 42.9 percent from long range. UNLV’s shooting percentage dropped to 37.0 percent for the rest of the game.

Spartans senior center Riana Byrd also nearled closer to 1,000 rebounds pulling down a game high 27 boards.

The score remained close for the entire second half, but the Spartans were able to hit the clutch shots to stay ahead.

With the victory, SJSU increases their winning streak to three games and im-

On weekends, during SJU Sport Club—Fitness Center hours you’ll typically find a group of powerlifters finishing up their workout for the day. These lifters come in the morning before other students or gym-goers are allowed in to make sure they have ample time to work out that day.

Some joined the club because they were looking for something to keep them in shape, but senior aviation major Nicole Herbig, who’s now captain of the powerlifting club said her curiosity got the best of her when she happened to see a powerlifting club sign and decided to give it a shot.

Herbig has been competing in powerlifting for four years.

Herbig said that it’s all about planning your days and going the effort to drive up your time while going to school and work-

“Practicing is basically how I manage to make it work for school,” Herbig said. “If I don’t practice, I don’t have a big meal large group when I come home.”

Herbig said that if you are determined, you will make it work.

Practicing is preparing your meals ahead of time so that you can just relax and eat on the go.

For senior kinesiology major Rob Dore-Andrews, powerlifting was something he got involved in after leaving the school’s water polo club team.

Dore-Andrews said that it’s not difficult to put in the time in a half hour workouts he has four days a week.

Dore-Andrews said his girlfriend and family actually.” Herbig said. “And I’ve made really great friends out of it, more of like family actually.”

With contributions from Jamie Kim Follow Daniel and James on Twitter @Stuvesworth1 @Jecklem

Powerlifting requires dedication and effort

By Nick Avila
Staff writer

Student Union

We are looking for people for the Spring 2016 semester.

If interested, please contact:
Deborah at (408) 924-2283

SJSU Students 101 | Faculty & Staff 911 | General Admission $20

408 924-6333 | sjusparksports.com | Tickets available at Event Center Box Office
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On weekends, during SJU Sport Club—Fitness Center hours you’ll typically find a group of powerlifters finishing up their workout for the day. These lifters come in the morning before other students or gym-goers are allowed in to make sure they have ample time to work out that day.

Some joined the club because they were looking for something to keep them in shape, but senior aviation major Nicole Herbig, who’s now captain of the powerlifting club said her curiosity got the best of her when she happened to see a powerlifting club sign and decided to give it a shot.

Herbig has been competing in powerlifting for four years.

Herbig said that it’s all about planning your days and going the effort to drive up your time while going to school and work-

“Practicing is basically how I manage to make it work for school,” Herbig said. “If I don’t practice, I don’t have a big meal large group when I come home.”

Herbig said that if you are determined, you will make it work.

Practicing is preparing your meals ahead of time so that you can just relax and eat on the go.

For senior kinesiology major Rob Dore-Andrews, powerlifting was something he got involved in after leaving the school’s water polo club team.

Dore-Andrews said that it’s not difficult to put in the time in a half hour workouts he has four days a week.

Dore-Andrews said his girlfriend and family actually.” Herbig said. “And I’ve made really great friends out of it, more of like family actually.”

With contributions from Jamie Kim Follow Daniel and James on Twitter @Stuvesworth1 @Jecklem

Powerlifting requires dedication and effort
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Staff writer
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